Nonenveloped viruses need to provide mechanisms that allow their genomes to 26 be delivered across membrane. This process remains poorly understood. For 27 enterovirus such as poliovirus, genome delivery involves a program of 28 conformational changes that include expansion of the particle and externalization 29 of two normal internal peptides, VP4 and the VP1 N-terminus, which then insert 30 into the cell membrane, triggering endocytosis and the creation of pores that 31 facilitate the transfer of the viral RNA genome across the endosomal membrane. 32
resolution structure [24] . This structure revealed an RNA-containing virus particle 114 whose capsid was trapped in an icosahedrally symmetric expanded state that was 115 purported to be different from previously reported expanded forms of poliovirus. 116
Weak and poorly ordered density located above the icosahedral 2-fold hole was 117 attributed to peptide-bound Fab molecules getting "stuck" in random orientations 118 when the VP1 N-terminus was partially withdrawn into the particle interior [24] . 119 120
In the current study we have leveraged improvements in EM and computer 121 hardware, data collection software, and image processing pipelines to re-examine 122 with higher detail the antibody-trapped states relevant to the uncoating process, 123 starting with the poliovirus "breathing" particle. This particle was produced by 124 incubating native poliovirus with a commercially available monoclonal antibody 125 (kind gift from Quidel Corp.) that was raised against a peptide corresponding to 126 VP1 residues 42-55 (PALTAVETGATNPL). Although the antibodies used in this 127 and previous studies recognize the same region of the N-terminus of VP1, this 128 antibody differs from the one previously used, which is no longer available. Thus, 129 in contrast to the earlier antibody which showed significant binding when 130 incubating virus with the Fab, we could only obtain significant decoration of 131 particles using the intact monoclonal antibody provided by Quidel. Single particle 132 screening cryo-EM experiments were conducted to determine conditions that 133 would yield the greatest number of virus-mAb complexes. An optimal number of 134 complexes was observed after a 90-minute incubation of the virus at 39˚C with 135 intact (bivalent) antibody. 136 137 Under those conditions, three main structural classes were obtained ( Fig. 1a) , 138 each containing roughly one-third of the usable particle images. Class 1 was not 139 labeled by antibodies and was indistinguishable from previously solved 160S 140 native virus [2] , having an RNA core; VP4 and the N-terminus of VP1 bound on the 141 inner surface of the capsid; and a closed protein shell that lacked large holes (left 142 column, Fig. 1a ). Classes 2 and 3 both consisted of capsids that were expanded 143 by about 4%, with large holes at the 2-fold axes. The class 2 particles appeared 144 to contain a full complement of RNA (middle column, Fig. 1a ), whereas class 3 145 appeared similar to previously-studied 80S empty capsids [10,25,26] (rightmost 146 column, Fig. 1a ), which lack RNA, VP4, order in residues 1-68 of VP1, and which 147 have either unobstructed or partially obstructed holes at the quasi-3-fold axes. 148
149
The 80S-like class. In the icosahedral reconstructions of the class 3 particles, the 150 density for the Fab portion of the bound antibody (for simplicity we will refer to this 151 here and in subsequent sections as the Fab) was a flat roundish feature whose 152 connection with the capsid was not directly apparent (rightmost column, Fig. 1a ). 153
This density enclosed only the lower half of the Fab and was only visible at a much 154 lower contour level than the capsid protein, suggesting both low occupancy, and 155 variability in the position and angle of the Fab with respect to the virus. The 156 position of the Fab, over the 2-fold hole, was similar to one of two sites for Fab 157 binding in the low-resolution structure of an 80S-Fab complex described previously 158 [27] . 159
160
To further assess the interaction of the Fab with the capsid, we performed an 161 asymmetric focused classification on 542,460 asymmetric units of the virus, using 162 a cylindrical mask that enclosed the 2-fold axis of the capsid as well as the Fab. 163
While the capsid was resolved to 4.2A in the icosahedrally averaged maps, the 164 focused class in (Fig. 1b .) resolved to 6.5A. This class had a distinct tube-like 165 density extending from above the VP2 helix (residues 90-100) at the 2-fold axis to 166 the underside of the Fab (Fig. 1b ). We interpret this density to be the N-terminus 167 of VP1. 168 169 135S-like particles (m135). Class 2 (which we will call m135) was the most 170 interesting of the 3 classes ( Fig. 2 and middle column of Fig. 1a ), as it shared 171 several of the physical characteristics of the canonical 135S particles. The m135 172 reconstruction was resolved to 2.8Å resolution in the capsid region, after masking 173 and "sharpening" (see Methods) (Table S1 , Fig. S1 ), and a detailed atomic model 174 was constructed and refined for ordered amino acids in capsid proteins VP1, VP2, 175 and VP3. Like a canonical 135S particle, the m135 reconstruction includes a 176 significant central density for the RNA (but whose apparent icosahedral symmetry 177 is an artefact of the calculation), lacks VP4 on the inner surface of the capsid, and 178 has an expanded capsid with holes at the 2-fold and quasi-3-fold axes (middle 179 column Fig. 1a ). In this structure and in all of the remaining 135S structures 180 described below, the pocket factor is missing from the hydrophobic pocket of VP1 181
[9]. Similar to 135S-like particles for other enteroviruses [28, 29] , this structure has 182 an additional portion of the N-terminal extension of VP1 (residues 64-69) that is 183 ordered, and extends outward along the quasi-3-fold axis ( Fig. 2b-d) . 184
185
The density for the Fab is diffuse and rod-shaped, stretching between two 2-fold-186 related copies of the quasi-3-fold hole ( Fig. 2a and middle column of Fig. 1a ). The 187 rod-like density feature is only evident above the noise level for the lower half of 188 the Fab, which suggests variability in the position and orientation of the Fab. The 189 weakness of the ordered Fab density (in the icosahedrally averaged maps) is 190 consistent with a model in which specific Fab binding (to residues 42-55 of the VP1 191 N-terminus) at some of the quasi-3-fold sites near the virus surface is precluded 192 by steric conflicts with previously bound Fabs. 193 194 In the high-resolution m135 structure, we see two general categories of structural 195 change relative to native virus. One category corresponds to movement of the 196 beta barrels of the major capsid proteins, VP1-3, away from one another when the 197 capsid expands. As a consequence, several polypeptide segments (which, in 198 native 160S virus, stabilize the "closed" capsid arrangement) detach from their 199 neighbors and become disordered. On the inner surface of the capsid, these 200 segments include VP4 and portions of the N-terminal extensions of VP1 and VP2. 201
On the outer surface of the capsid, these segments include all C-termini of VP1, 202 VP2, and VP3, as well as loops extending from the beta-barrel cores of VP1 and 203 VP2 (see below). The general pattern of beta barrel shifts and polypeptide chain 204 disordering that occurs upon the expansion of poliovirus has previously been 205 analyzed [10, 25, 26, 30] . A specific listing of ordered and disordered residues is 206 tabulated (see Table S2 ) for the m135 atomic model, and for the three other atomic 207 models described below. 208
209
The second, particularly interesting, set of structural changes involves the 210 polypeptide segments that contact the VP1 N-terminus as it exits through the 211 quasi-3-fold hole. Notably, the GH loop of VP3 (residues 176-185) uncoils, 212 changing from a compact structure that plugs the quasi-3-fold in virions into a more 213 extended structure that leaves room for residues 62-68 (residues 1-61 were not 214
As expected, the capsids of both r135 and h135 were expanded by 4%, with holes 261 at the 2-fold axes, were full of RNA, and failed to show well-ordered native-like 262 VP4 pentamers lying flat on the inner surface of the capsid (Fig. 3a) . The r135 and 263 h135 structures were identical, except for the occasional shift, by one or two 264 residues along the polypeptide chain, where an order-to-disorder transition 265 occurred. The set of "buildable" residues whose main chain atoms could be 266
included in each atomic model are listed in Table S2 . 267
268 Surprisingly, both r135 and h135 maps lacked a visible extension of the VP1 N-269 terminus through the quasi-3-fold hole, which was supposed to be the structural 270 hallmark of a 135S particle, according to the literature [11, 17, 30, 36] . In both cases, 271 residue 69 was the first ordered residue of VP1; residues 43-53 of the bottom loop 272 of VP2 (which supports the VP1 N-terminus) were disordered; and the quasi-3-fold 273 hole was partially blocked by the GH loop of VP3 (Fig. 3b ). The lower portion of 274 the loop was similar to that seen in native 160S virus ( Fig. 3c ), but the upper portion 275 was different from either the 160S structure or previously described 135S 276 structures in which the VP1 N-termini were exposed. In short, while the 277 literature[17,29,32] (and our own experience [14]) had led us to expect a 3 min 278 incubation to produce an expanded particle with the VP1 N-termini extended, the 279 3 min incubation in this study produced an expanded and fenestrated capsid in 280 which most or all of the VP1 N-terminus remained inside the capsid. Therefore, we 281
propose that the category of particles that was previously called "135S" most likely 282 consists of distinct states, namely, an "early state", wherein the capsid has 283 undergone an expansion but most copies of the VP1 N-terminus are on the inside 284 of the capsid and the quasi-3-fold hole still remains blocked, and a subsequent 285 "late state", characterized by the opening of the quasi 3-fold hole and the 286 emergence of many copies of the VP1 N-termini through them. In support of this 287 possibility, a careful re-reading of the literature [9, 15, 22, 36] showed that 135S 288 particles with extended N-termini were typically detected only after extensive 289 purification and/or prolonged incubations. 290 291
Receptor-induced 135S particles incubated with mAb at 25˚C 292 293
To test our hypothesis, that VP1 N-termini (from expanded particles) become 294 externalized after an extended time, we followed the method described in Tsang 295 et al [37] , first incubating the virus with receptor for 3 mins at 37˚C, followed by a 296 1hr incubation with antibody at 25˚C. This protocol was carried out twice, once with 297 a smaller "screening" data set, and once with a larger one. Data collection 298 parameters are summarized in Table S1 . 299
300
As predicted, incubation of the pre-formed "early 135S particle" with antibody for 301 1hr at 25˚C did decorate the virus particles with Fab-shaped density features. (Fig.  302   4a) . Surprisingly, the Fab portions of the antibody molecules did not bind at quasi-303 3-fold positions, to produce a low-level rod-shaped density, such as that seen in 304 the m135 map ( Fig. 2a and Fig 1a middle column) . Instead, the Fab density in the 305 icosahedrally-averaged map was poised above the 2-fold hole. Its position was 306 similar to that of the much weaker hemispherical density in the decorated 80S 307 particles (rightmost column, Fig. 1a ).
However, in the new "r135+m25" 308 reconstruction, density for the Fab was much better ordered, with the upper half of 309 the Fab domain visible, and separated from the lower half by an appropriately 310 placed gap in the density between subdomains (Fig. 4b ). Unlike the decorated 80S 311 map, where the Fab may have been freely spinning around the viral 2-fold axis, 312
here the Fab appears to have a preferred orientation, with each of its two hinges 313 sitting on a (partly disordered) EF loop of VP2. (Note that the Fab envelope is a 314 sufficiently low-resolution feature that imposing an icosahedral twofold operation 315 on the Fab density envelope had only a minimal effect on the density shape). The 316 density for the Fab being weaker than that of the capsid can be attributed, at least 317 in part, to the fact that at most 30 copies of the Fab can bind the virion over the 2-318 fold axis. Both the contour level needed to visualize the Fab and the quality of fit 319 of this density to the Fab model indicated higher occupancy and more structural 320 consistency in this complex than we saw in our other complexes with Mab. 321
322
In the r135+m25 icosahedrally averaged map, and in all of the focused classes 323 that were calculated from the r135+m25 image stack, we looked under the bottom 324 surface of the Fab, trying to find density for a peptide connection (perhaps similar 325 to the density connections that we saw in the focus classes of antibody-decorated 326 80S particles (Fig. 1b) ). Instead, the bottom surface of the Fab (above the 2-fold 327 axis) consistently lacked an obvious connection; and the 2-fold hole was occupied 328 by a density that we tentatively identify as the partially retracted C-terminus of VP2 329 ( Fig. 4b ). In contrast, in focused classifications centered on the 2-fold axis, 330
including the quasi-3-fold holes, we observed 61% of the asymmetric particles 331 exhibiting a clear density for the N-terminus of VP1 emerging from the quasi 3-fold 332 hole ( Fig. 4c) , with the GH loop of VP3 in an extended conformation as described 333 in the m135 model ( Fig. 2c.) . 334 335 Visualizing the exposed N-terminal helix of VP1. Interestingly, we observed a 336 focused class for the screening data comprising of 21% of the 966,840 asymmetric 337 units of the virus where the lower half of the Fab contacts both VP2 shoulders, but 338 asymmetrically tilts towards one of the shoulders (Fig. 4d ). This causes the top 339 half of the Fab to become less well ordered compared to the lower half of the 340 molecule. In this class, the tilted Fab leans against a long, straight, upward-341 projecting density feature. The projecting density is unusual in its appearance with 342 one wide dimension and a flat dimension ( Fig. 4d ). 343
The observed shape of the density closely matches the shape of an idealized alpha 344 helix built with the sequence of the first 20 residues of VP1 (the amphipathic 345 character of this helix is known to be evolutionarily conserved [11] ). The helical 346 density observed in our map ( Fig. 4d ) appears on the top surface of the VP2 EF 347 loop, in the same location that a difference density peak was previously observed 348 between low-resolution structures of V8 protease treated and untreated 135S 349 particles [31] (Fig. S3b ). Similar column-like density features were seen in some 350 of our other focus classes, but the density was never quite as convincing as it was 351 in this example. 352
Taken together these data suggest that the Fab in r135+m25 particles is bound to 354 a copy of the VP1 N-terminus that has exited at a nearby quasi-3-fold axis, and its 
Receptor-induced 135S particles incubated with mAb at 37˚C 361 362
To account for the difference in the binding pattern of the Fab between the m135 363 and r135+m25 reconstructions, we postulated that lowering the temperature had 364 an effect on the pattern of Fab binding. To that end the experiment was performed 365 in the same manner as the r135+m25 conditions, except that the temperature for 366 incubating with antibody was maintained at 37˚C. The Fab density that was 367 observed ( Fig. 5a-b ) appeared to be a superposition of the m135 and r135+m25 368 binding patterns, Thus, the density for the Fab is rod-like (as it was in the m135 369 reconstruction), but there is also significant density above the 2-fold axis which 370
includes density corresponding to the upper half of the Fab (as was observed in 371 the r135+m25 reconstruction). The reduced occupancy of well-ordered Fab 372 molecules at the 2-fold site (in r135+m37, relative to r135+m25) suggests that the 373 higher temperature of incubation with antibody destabilizes the interaction of Fab 374 with the VP2 GH loop. As was the case in the m135 structure, the r135+m37 375 reconstruction has readily interpretable density for the VP1 N-terminus exiting at 376 the quasi-3-fold hole. Given that the r135+m37 map appears to be a lower-377 resolution (see Table S1 ) superposition of two better-determined structures, and 378 not relevant to biological infection, we elect not to report an atomic model for it. indications that many of the VP4 pentamers may, indeed, remain intact within the 396 virus capsid, with their distances from the protein shell increasing as the capsid 397 shifts outward. Like many other 135S-like expanded picornavirus structures, our 398 maps show a distinct 10Å-thick layer on the outer surface of the unstructured RNA 399 density (top row center of Fig. 1a, and Fig. 3a right) . Although this layer has 400 commonly been attributed to RNA [29,32], we believe that its shape and 401 dimensions are consistent with VP4 (see below). 402
403
In "early 135S particles" (i.e. expanded but with the VP1 N-terminus mostly inside), 404 as seen in the "r135" and "h135" structures, the putative VP4 density is consistently 405 cup-shaped in profile ( Fig. 6 second panel from left) . Seen face-on, the density 406 feature has a radial position and a diameter similar to that of a native VP4 407 pentamer. Like VP4 pentamers, the density feature is around 10Å thick (which is 408 much too thin to be duplex RNA). As in native virus, the center of the cup (near the 409 5-fold axis) contacts the VP3 beta tube; but further from the 5-fold axis, unlike 410 native virus, the density is seen to curve away from the capsid (as if it were peeling 411 off of the inner surface of the capsid). Notably, the shape of the density is 412 pentagonal, with a large central hole, which differs from the star-shaped density of 413 the native pentamer. This would require some concerted conformational change 414 to occur as the pentamer detached. 415
416
In the "late 135S particles" (expanded, with the VP1 N-terminus mostly 417 externalized), as seen in the m135, r135+m25 and r135+m37 data sets, the cup-418 shaped density feature is slightly flatter, and is positioned slightly further away from 419 the inner capsid surface (at ~14Å) ( Fig. 6, third infectious [15, 16] . Therefore, we conclude that the thin layer immediately adjacent 426 to the capsid that has previously been attributed to RNA is more likely to be 427 residual VP4 that is not externalized until the RNA genome is released. Importantly, we show that the 135S particle, which was thought to be a unique 435 structure, is instead an ensemble of structures, that expansion is not completely 436 coupled to externalization the N-terminal extension of VP1 as previously thought, 437
and that a significant fraction of VP4 remains in partially occupied but well-ordered 438 structures on the inner surface of the particle. 439 440
Decoupling expansion and externalization of the VP1 N-terminus -One of the 441
unexpected findings of the current study was the observation of 135S particles 442 which were expanded but had not externalized the VP1 N-terminus. Thus in the 443 r135 and h135 structures, where the 135S particles had been prepared by 444 protocols that were believed to result in both expansion and externalization of the 445 VP1 N-terminus, icosahedrally averaged maps showed that the VP3 GH loop was 446 in a conformation that blocked the hole at the quasi-3-fold axes and there was no 447 detectable density for the VP1 N-terminus.
This observation contrasts with 448 biochemical studies that show that the VP1 N-terminus was accessible to 449 proteases and to antibodies and with earlier structural studies of 135S particles of 450 poliovirus and other enteroviruses. Indeed, we observed weak but significant 451 density for the externalized VP1 N-terminus in a recent intermediate resolution 452
(5.5Å) structure of the 135S particles that were prepared by the same heating 453 protocol [30]. To address this apparent discrepancy, we tried applying our current 454 cryoEM software protocols for classification and data processing to the older lower-455 resolution data set and produced a fenestrated reconstruction that lacked 456 significant density for the VP1 N-terminus (data not shown). We conclude that the 457 samples that produced both structures contained a mixture of structures and that 458 the methods used to select particles to be included in the earlier lower-resolution 459 reconstruction resulted in enrichment in a minority population of particles with the 460 VP1 N-terminus exposed. observe evidence for such a motion. Instead, the density for the N-terminus of VP1 469 in 135S particles, whenever it was externalized and trapped by an antibody, was 470 consistently observed to occupy the quasi-3-fold channel. Although we cannot rule 471 out a model in which VP1 transiently exits via a hole at the 2-fold axis during the 472 dynamic process of externalization, our recent maps suggest that any such 473 externalized polypeptide is either quickly re-internalized, or quickly migrates to the 474 quasi-3-fold axis. It is also worth noting that even after a long incubation with the 475 monoclonal antibody (m135, r135+m25, and r135+m37), in all cases densities for 476 the VP1 N-terminal extension and for the antibody were consistently weaker than 477 capsid, which suggests that some VP1 N-termini may remain inside the capsid. results suggest a process with three major steps. First, upon binding to the 481 receptor at 37C or exposure to high temperature (50C) the virus expands and a 482 significant fraction of VP4 is externalized. This step is concomitant with the loss 483 "pocket factor" and of internal and external stabilizing interactions among 484 neighboring protomers through their N-and C-termini and loops on the outer 485 surface. In a second step, the residues in the VP1 N-terminus are then reorganized 486 such that residues 69-64 run up through the quasi-3-fold. It is clear that this second 487 step must happen during infection because biochemical studies show that the VP1 488 N-terminus is inserted into membranes in in vitro models [11, 19] and during 489 infection, and plays a key role in the late stages of viral entry [41] . We would argue, 490 however, that the externalization of the VP1 N-terminus is transient and reversible 491 on the time scales relevant to infection (minutes) and that exposure of a significant 492 fraction of the VP1 N-termini on this time scale requires the presence of a trap. 493
Trapping agents could include cellular membranes during infection [11, 15] , 494 liposomes in in vitro model systems [11, 19, 20] , or antibodies that bind the VP1 N-495 terminus once exposed [22, 24] . In order to explain the observation of stable Wither the VP1 N-terminus after leaving the capsid. Although it is clear that 506 residues 69-64 of the VP1 N-terminus exit the capsid at the quasi-3-fold, the 507 course of the externalized residues 1-61 that are distal to the exit point is less clear. 508
In all of our structures, residues 61-56 are disordered. Based on where Fab 509 density is seen, residues 55-42 (which constitute the antibody binding site) can be 510 located either above a 2-fold axis (r135+m25), or above a 511 quasi-3-fold axis (m135), or both (r135+m37). Finally, the results from an earlier 512 low-resolution structure of the 135S particles [31] and the clear density 513 amphipathic helix of VP1 in the r135+m25 structure reported here demonstrates 514 that a significant fraction of the first 20 amino acids of VP1 can bind at the top of 515 the EF loop of VP2. These results are summarized in Fig. 7 . 516 517 Significance of the amphipathic helix of VP1. Earlier studies from our 518 group [11, 19] demonstrated the externalization of the VP1 N-terminus and 519 described its role in the binding of 135S particles to membranes. Using floatation 520 assays and V8-protease-based cleavage of the 135S particles, the membrane-521 interacting part of the peptide was localized to the first 30 amino acids in the 522 sequence [11, 19] . Further analysis predicted that the first 20 amino acids would 523 adopt a helical conformation [11] , with the helix having a hydrophobic and a 524 hydrophilic side (a common membrane-interactive structural motif). Subsequently, 525 single particle cryoEM analysis of V8-cleaved and uncleaved 135S particles[36] 526 suggested that the externalized VP1 N-terminus would sometimes be anchored on 527 top of the VP2 EF-loop. However, the density for the amphipathic helix had never 528 been visualized directly. In the present study, we were fortunate to be able to 529 visualize clear density for the entire helix, and to confirm that the helix is located in 530 the same location that the V8-cleavage difference density from an earlier study 531
[31] had predicted it to be (Fig. 4d, Fig. S3b ). The fact that the helix is only clearly 532 visible in focused reconstructions from the screening data set suggests that the 533 interactions between the helix and the VP2 may be weak. However, we speculate 534 that, even if the localization of the helix at the tip of the VP2 EF loop is transient at 535 physiological temperature, by increasing the number of copies of the N-termini at 536 a higher elevation on the virus particle, this interaction may drive the association 537 with membrane, may facilitate engulfment of the virus particle at the cell surface 538 and internalization into endosomes [43] , and may serve as an asymmetric trigger 539 for the translocation of the genome into the cytosol [20] 540 541 Difference in antibody density under different conditions. Another puzzling 542 aspect of the structures presented here is the observation that the Fab in the 543 complexes produced by incubating with PVR at 37˚C then with antibody at 25 ˚C 544 binds above the 2-fold hole, whereas the complexes produced during higher-545 temperature incubations showed Fab density above the quasi-3-fold axes. A likely 546 explanation for our observations is that some of the N-termini of VP1 become 547 externalized via the quasi-3-fold hole during the initial 3-min. incubation with 548 receptor at 37˚C, and their N-terminal helices find the binding site on the VP2 EF 549 loop, where they remain trapped once the temperature is lowered to 25˚C. Upon 550 subsequent incubation with antibody at room temperature, this configuration is 551 further stabilized by nonspecific contacts between the antibody, the VP1 N-552 terminal helix, and the VP2 EF loops. In the maps (Fig. 4a-b ), this binding mode 553 manifests as a well-ordered density that recognizably corresponds to both halves 554 of the Fab portion of the antibody. 555
556
In contrast, when the particles are maintained at 37˚C or 39˚C during antibody 557 binding, the higher temperature reduces the stability of the specific interactions of 558 the VP1 N-terminal helix with the VP2 EF loop, the nonspecific interactions of the 559 hinges of the Fab with the VP2 EF loop "shoulders"; and the nonspecific 560 interactions of the VP1 helix with the sides of the Fab. Thus, the 2-fold binding of 561
Fab was reduced at 37 ˚C, and almost eliminated at 39˚C. Instead, a greater 562 proportion of the Fab moieties were bound closer to the quasi-3-fold hole, where 563
Fab orientations were less well-constrained, and the Fab density was 564 consequently more diffuse. 565 566 Presence of VP4 in an expanded particle. VP4 is a myristoylated, pore-forming 567 protein that is implicated in the translocation the RNA genome across 568 membranes [18, 38, 40] . This protein was thought to be completely lost after 569 conversion to the 135S state[11-13]. However, biochemical and infectivity assays 570 indicate that at least 25% of VP4 remains associated with the virus particle, and 571 that the 135S particle remains infectious[15,44] ( Fig. 6b and Fig. S2 ). In several 572 related picornaviruses, reports of expanded virus structures have noted the 573 disappearance of VP4 from the inner surface of the capsid, and have attributed all 574 of the unstructured density inside of the capsid to RNA, including a thin 10Å-thick 575 layer at the periphery of the icosahedrally-averaged "RNA ball" [29, 32] . However, 576 in our panel of expanded genome-containing structures, we can alternatively 577 account for the density under the 5-fold peak using a native atomic model of the 578 VP4 pentamer (Fig. 6) . Moreover, an unmistakable gradual curving of the VP4 579 layer away from the capsid, peeling off of the inner surface, was seen in the r135 580 and h135 structures (Fig. 6. ) that is remarkably similar in appearance to the density 581 that has been ascribed to RNA in previous studies with other enteroviruses [29, 32] 582 . VP4 has the capacity to bind to RNA [45] and perhaps that is the reason it is being 583 held in place (at its original radius in native virus) while the rest of the capsid 584 expands radially. Nevertheless, it remains unclear how VP4, thus separated from 585 the capsid, possibly still associated with RNA, and with pentamers intact or not, 586 manages to exit the capsid and to embed itself in the membrane. This will be an 587 important avenue to explore in understanding the crucial genome-translocation 588 step in picornavirus infection. 
In vitro generation of poliovirus 135S and 135S-like particles 613
Anti-VP1 antibody triggered 135S-like particles were generated by mixing 18µL of 614 virus suspension (0.4mg/ml) with 3µL of anti-VP1 antibody (3.2mg/ml) and 615 incubated for 1.5 h at 39˚C in a thermal cycler. To generate 135S particles, PV 616 suspension was first buffer exchanged into a low salt buffer (20mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 617
2mM MgCl2). The receptor-triggered conversion of PV was induced by mixing 618 18.6µL of PV (0.5mg/ml) with 0.4µL of PVR/CD155 (6.1mg/ml) on ice before 619 incubating at 37˚C for 3 min. The reaction was quenched on ice. Heat-triggered 620 135S particles were generated by heating native PV (in the low salt buffer) to 50˚C 621 for 3 minutes, before quenching the reaction on ice. The r135+m25/37 particles 622 were produced by incubating PV with PVR, as described above, followed by the 623 addition of the anti-VP1 mAb (150x molar excess over virus) and incubation at 624 Table  654 S1) was obtained through the Postprocessing job type in Relion, where a density-655 based mask enclosing the capsid was applied to estimate the FSC between two 656 independently processed half datasets. Local resolution estimates were also 657 obtained by running the Relion's implementation of local resolution algorithm. 658 659
Asymmetric focused classes 660
After assignment of icosahedral orientations to the particle images, a cylindrical 661 mask was prepared using SPIDER [50] with a diameter of 105Å, centered on the 662 viral 2-fold and enclosing two copies of the quasi 3-fold axis. The initial height of 663 475Å was then limited to a spherical shell by applying minimum cutoff at 154Å. 664
Then, using relion_particle_symmetry_expand a new STAR file containing 60 665 icosahedrally related orientations for each particle in the stack was generated. This 666 symmetry expanded stack was then subjected to a masked 3D classification 667 routine in which orientational and translational searches were disabled, the T-value 668 was set to 40, and 5 density classes were generated. 669 670
Model building and refinement 671
A starting model for m135 was assembled from 1HXS and previously published 672 high-resolution structures of the expanded poliovirus structures [25, 51] were 673 docked into the density using COOT [52] . Where none of the pre-existing models 674 for the density fit well, the segments were constructed de novo. shaped density for the lower half of the Fab portion of the mAb and the better 958 ordered density for the capsid proteins of the virus (b.) The canonical poliovirus 959 protomer consisting of VP1 (blue), VP2 (yellow) and VP3 (red) is shown 960 juxtaposed with 5-fold related copies of VP1(cyan) and VP2 (gold). The cyan, 961 gold, and red copies together form the "5-3-3 triangle" having one 5-fold and two 962 3-fold symmetry axes at its corners. The quasi 3-fold lies at the center of this bottom loop of VP2, in m135 (yellow), is rearranged relative to native VP2 969
(magenta) (f.) In m135, the C-terminus of VP2 (dark yellow) becomes ordered on 970 the capsid inner surface, rather than exiting at the 2-fold, as in native virus 971 (magenta). 972
